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 525. [K. 1. a.] A Theorerz on Simson Lines.
 Let PETB be a quadrilateral circumscribing circle (C) with centre C, and
 let the quad. be completed and circles (R1) and (R2), having radii R1 and
 R2 respectively, be described about As PAB and PEF and meeting again
 in Q. Draw PC and produce to meet the circles again in R and S. Join
 PQ, CQ, RQ and SQ, producing SQ to meet the ( (R2) in K. i Draw also the
 in- and circum-triangle QGH in 0 (R2).
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 Since the circles (R1) and (C) are the circum- and in- Os of a A for any
 chord through C, the rectangle of its segments R=12- A2 =2Rlr (since
 A2 = R2-2Rlr). Similarly for ( R2. Hence
 PC.CR=2R2r and PC. CS=2Rr.
 Hence CR/CS=R2/R1, and as RQ and SQ subtend the same angle at P,
 we have also RQ/SQ = R2/R. Therefore CQ is the external bisector of
 angle RQS, and the internal bisector of RQK. Hence arc KH = arc RG.
 But angle RQS, being angle between two corresponding chords, =the angle
 between the Os. And if U is the extremity of a diam. of (R2) parallel to that
 of R1 through S, S and U subtend at P an angle =half the angle between the
 Os (by the ordinary theory of intersecting Os). Therefore U is the
 mid-point arc RK, and since S is part of diameter of (R1) perp. to AB,
 U is foot of diam. of (R2) perp. to same line; hence arc UD=arc UL, or
 arc KD = arc RL. But arc KH = arc RG; therefore arc DH = arc LG, and
 AB is parallel to GH.
 Hence, if in the circle (R2) and about the circle (C), any triangle PEF be
 described, and the point Q on circle (R2) be fixed, the feet of the perpendiculars
 from Q upon the sides of this triangle are collinear with the foot of the per-
 pendicular from Q upon the line AB, which, being a tangent to (C) parallel
 to the fixed tangent GH, is itself fixed. Therefore the Simson lines of
 a series of triangles in- and circum- to a fixed pair of Os, when taken with
 regard to the fixed origin Q, all pass through a point. H. RIDDELL.
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